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COMBINATORIAL EXPRESSIONS

TABLE–SELECTION GAME
Select one correct answer for each of the questions in the test and press theFinish button at the end. The answers will be validated automatically.

Warning: The interactivity in this PDF file is enabled by
Javascript. For full funcitonality you have to use the Javascript
capable PDF browser. Currently only Adobe Reader is
available.



FINISHSCORE

Without calculator, simplify and evaluate the following expressions (for n ∈ N). For each expressionchoose its correct value and if it isn’t in the table, choose X.
1. 3(4− 4)!

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 X
2. 5!− 4!2 · 3!
3. 6! + 2 · 5!− 15 · 3!5! + 4! + 5 · 3!
4. n!(n− 2)! − 2(n + 1)!(n− 1)! + (n + 2)!

n! , n 6= 1
5. n2 − 4(n + 2)! + 3(n + 1)! − 1

n!
6.

(42
)

7.
(73

)
−

(86
)

8. 2 · (92
)
− 6 · (63

) + (84
)
−

(75
)



Awesome! Keep it up!Wow! Do your friends by any chance call you
Wolfram or maybe Alpha?

Super-duper!
That is what I call a fine job!

You can go celebrate!Good job, buddy!Hermione’s top of the class title is almost on the
line.

You made some mistakes,
but you still deserve praise.

Great! Only millimetres
away from perfect.

That was close! Next time you will
shine like a star.

That’s like when you end up second in a
competition when you could have won it.

Everyone can make a mistake. What’s important is
to learn from it and don’t give up.

Don’t worry, your result is more than half correct.It’s not bad, but you can do better!You understand this a bit,
but you still need to practice.

It is not so bad, but you still have
a lot to catch up on.

You may not be a future Fields Medal laureate,
but you can do better on this test.

You got it. Don’t throw in the sponge!That was a close shave! Study more, next time
you might not be that lucky to pass.

Hey, it could be worse, right?You made it,
but there’s still room for improvement.

For this test - the goose is in the oven!
Try another test.

Next time don’t multiply your knowledge by zero.The awkward moment, when the only thing on your
exam you know is your name.

The stars weren’t aligned in your favour today.Let’s pretend it never happened.

Correct answers:




